
the reason Zeus threw him off Mount Olympus. And the Bush
“Vulcans” have revealed a very ugly face indeed.Book Review
Utopian Roots

Mann’s argument is particularly interesting in that he
takes the origin of the “Vulcans” not to the beginning of the
Bush election campaign, nor even back to the Cheney Penta-TheUglyHistory of
gon with its foiled plans for establishing a doctrine of pre-
emption during the earlier Bush Administration, but ratherTheCheneyWarmongers
back to the Nixon Administration where Cheney and
Rumsfeld cut their eye-teeth. While Mann provides quite a

byWilliam Jones broad picture of the development of the group as a whole and
individually, it is crystal clear that for him, Vice President
Cheney has become the real spider in the this convoluted web.
Mann also succeeds in pulling together some of the lesser

The Rise of the Vulcans: the History of known facts of our “ignoble warriors.”
Bush’s War Cabinet There is little ground-breaking work in Mann’s accurate
by JamesMann but cursory elaboration of the connection of the Vulcans like
New York: Viking Press, 2004 Paul Wolfowitz and William Kristol, to fascist guru Leo
448 pages, hardcover, $25.95 Strauss—EIR’s exposé of this sinister figure last year has now

become part of the “mainstream” coverage of the topic. But
he does bring up some of the early lesser-known connections
of neo-con gurus Paul Wolfowitz and Richard Perle to theThe story of the Bush War Cabinet as presented by former

Los Angeles Times Beijing correspondent James Mann, now old-line utopians like Paul Nitze and Dean Acheson.
Acheson was the ultimate Cold Warrior, whose argu-a senior writer-in-residence for the Center for Strategic and

International Studies, will not be totally unfamiliar to EIR’s ments late in World War II, not to allow Japan to keep its
Emperor, helped quash the possibilities of a Japanese surren-readers, or to those Americans who for several years have

been exposed to the public lambasting of these “children of der—then very real—before the atomic bomb was dropped.
His policies led to the U.S. debacle in the Korean War, and toSatan” in the publications associated with EIR’s founding

editor Lyndon LaRouche. Indeed, to the extent that the figure the creation of a hostile relationship with Communist China,
on the false assumption that the “communist world” was aof that Rasputinesque Vice President Dick Cheney, and his

policies, have become the issue that will determine the fate of monolith. Acheson later, as one of the so-called “wise men,”
would encourage Lyndon Johnson to expand the disastrousthe Bush Presidency, this has largely been due to LaRouche’s

unstinting efforts to make that the issue. Vietnam War.
Nitze, who was the vice chairman of the Strategic Bomb-The significance of the Mann book lies in the fact that it

will be a useful tool for the “establishment” layers in the ing Survey from 1944-46, played a key role in the fire bomb-
ing of Japan and Germany.Democratic and Republican Parties to go after the “neo-con

problem.” It’s also a very interesting read, even for initiates. Acheson and Nitze, together with academia’s “Dr.
Strangelove,” Albert Wohlstetter, established in 1969 theMann is keen on distancing himself from writing a “political

tract,” and rather keeps to his characteristic style of “objec- Committee to Maintain a Prudent Defense Policy, in Wash-
ington’s Dupont Circle area. It was here that two eager youngtive” reporting; he does stick to the facts of the case as they

have been made known to him, in many instances, by some graduate students, Wolfowitz and Perle, served their disciple-
ship, groomed to take over from the wizened icons of the Coldof the players themselves. But it is the facts themselves, as

dutifully reported, which provide the key indictment against War. While the group only lasted a few months, Mann says,
through it the aging Cold Warriors “passed along some ofthis band of scoundrels.

They themselves chose the name “The Vulcans” as their their sophisticated knowledge of Washington and their tough-
minded views of American foreign policy to two eager youngcollective designation, according to Richard Armitage, be-

cause of a statue of that particular Roman god which over- graduate students.” Perle would then go on to work for conser-
vative Democratic Senator Henry “Scoop” Jackson, whilelooks Condoleezza Rice’s birthplace in Birmingham, Ala-

bama. Vulcan, the Roman god of fire and patron of the smithy Wolfowitz would return to the university to write his doctoral
dissertation under the watchful eye of Wohlstetter.and the forge, armorer of the gods, was how they envisioned

their policy orientation—hard as nails. At the same time, what During the Nixon Administration, Wolfowitz would re-
turn to Washington to work in the arms control agency underthey may have overlooked in their choice is the fact that

Vulcan was the only ugly god in the Pantheon—apparently the anti-Soviet hawk, Rand strategist Fred Iklé. Iklé had been
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EIR’s exposure of the Vulcans’ control of a George W. Bush Presidency was published in August 2000 (statue of Condoleezza Rice’s
Vulcan is at lower right), during that year’s Presidential campaign. It, and the 2002 exposé of the Vulcans as followers of fascist
philosopher Leo Strauss, were necessary predecessors to journalist James Mann’s new book.

appointed to the arms control post by Nixon due to a continual ney-Rumsfeld duo, which at this time was dominated by the
older and more senior Rumsfeld, intended to thwart Kissing-barrage of attacks from Jackson and others, who complained

that Nixon was too “soft” on Moscow in his arms control er’s plans.
A month after he was sworn in, Ford brought Rumsfeldnegotiations. During the Nixon Administration, Perle and

Wolfowitz would play the same Mutt-and-Jeff role as they did back from his post as NATO ambassador to become White
House chief of staff, replacing Alexander Haig. Rumsfeldunder George W. Bush, with the argumentative Perle always

“pushing the envelope” on the more outlandish areas of policy then made Cheney his deputy. Together they went after Henry
Kissinger, targeting particularly his détente policy withtransformation, and the soft-spoken Wolfowitz, while some-

times even seeming to contradict his colleague, pursuing the Moscow as the means to topple him.
By mid-1975, Ford was thinking about the 1976 election,same policy in a more discreet manner. Perle was working

the Congress, and Wolfowitz was in the Administration. his first as a Presidential candidate. He had come under
considerable fire from the conservative wing of the Re-
publican Party for his great reliance on the discreditedFlailing at the ‘Evil Empire’

When Gerald Ford took over the Presidency from the Kissinger regarding foreign policy issues. Kissinger was set
for a fall and the Cheney-Rumsfeld duo was prepared toWatergated Nixon in 1974, Rumsfeld and Cheney emerged

as the chief players in the attempt to push the new President push him.
When North Vietnamese troops on April 23, 1975 beganin the direction of a more confrontational stance with the

Soviet Union. But they weren’t the only ones looking for some making their final assault on Saigon, Ford’s speechwriters,
undoubtedly at the behest of the new White House chief ofleverage on the new, untried President. Henry Kissinger, who

had been Nixon’s National Security Advisor, also hoped to staff, wrote a speech effectively announcing the end of the
war. Kissinger, self-esteemed “peacemaker” in the Vietnamutilize Ford’s uncertainties to strengthen his own authority.

He had himself placed in an unprecedented position as both conflict, was conveniently on travel and not consulted on the
speech. Soon he would be out of the White House entirely.Secretary of State and National Security Advisor. The Che-
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In June 1975, Cheney, whose code-name while he was didn’t require Senate approval. In Wolfowitz’ case, it may
have proven a major hurdle to overcome conservative Re-Rumsfeld’s deputy had been Backseater, was now playing

his own hand. The Soviet dissident Alexander Solzhenitzyn publicans’ hostility to him for his service in the Carter Ad-
ministration.was to visit the United States. Cheney sent a memorandum

to Rumsfeld, recommending that the President meet with With this new appointment, Wolfowitz began recruiting
some old friends and partisan spirits. Lewis “Scooter” Libby,him, a meeting which would have, no doubt, infuriated

Moscow and thrown a monkey-wrench into Kissinger’s arms a former student of Wolfowitz at Yale, was brought into
Wolfowitz’ State Department shop. From Cornell, he broughtnegotiations. While Solzhenitzyn never got his meeting,

Cheney’s memo played into the growing conservative back- in Francis Fukuyama, later famous for his absurdist “end of
history” thesis. From the University of Chicago came Zalmaylash against détente, and against Ford’s re-election chances.

The issue would re-emerge during the 1976 Republican con- Khalilzad, like Wolfowitz a former student of Wohlstetter.
He pulled James Roche, a former colleague at DOD, from thevention, when Reagan would attack Ford on this issue. Ford

did get the Republican nomination, but lost the election to Pentagon over to State.
The policy planning staff began immediately to snipe atJimmy Carter.

In November 1975, Ford conducted a major shake-up— the Reagan Administration’s China policy. While under
Nixon and later Carter, the United States had established athe “Halloween Massacre”—in his Cabinet, firing Secretary

of Defense James R. Schlesinger, and forcing Kissinger to rapprochement with China aimed against the Soviet Union,
Wolfowitz’ crew called for a tougher line against China, in-give up the national security post, although he remained Sec-

retary of State. Rumsfeld was appointed Defense Secretary, sisting America was strong enough alone that it did not need
the assistance of China in confronting Moscow. This reflectedwhile Cheney was upgraded to White House chief of staff.

While Kissinger was running back and forth from Moscow what would later become the infamous “pre-eminence the-
ory” of the Cheney National Security Strategy. This was alsotrying to cut an arms control deal, Rumsfeld was threatening

to go to the Joint Chiefs against any agreement, assuring that a direct affront to then-Secretary of State Alexander Haig,
who was following in the footsteps of his mentor, Henry Kiss-no deal would ever get through Congress.

In his new position, Cheney quickly emerged from under inger, in his geopolitical “tilt” toward China. When Haig was
replaced by George Shultz, later to become the virtual “godfa-the shadow of the irascible Rumsfeld, who generated a lot of

flak from the liberal wing of the Republican Party. Cheney, ther” of the Vulcans and foreign policy guru to the Bush
Presidential campaign, Shultz moved U.S. policy in the direc-according to Mann, even had to talk Rumsfeld into taking

the post of Secretary of Defense. “Backseater” now became tion laid out by Wolfowitz’ policy planning staff.
It was also under Wolfowitz and Libby that the “democra-known as the “Grand Teuton,” a play on the Grand Teton

Moutains in Cheney’s home state of Wyoming. tization” drumbeat began in an effort to remove Philippine
President Fernando Marcos. To the chagrin of the “democra-During the 1976 presidential campaign, Cheney con-

vinced Ford to accept the new Republican Party program, tizers,” the removal of Marcos soon led to the removal of U.S.
military bases in the Philippines.“Morality in Foreign Policy,” which was largely based on the

conservatives’ critique of the Ford Administration’s failure During the Reagan years, Rumsfeld went back to the busi-
ness world, while Cheney was running operations on Capitolto meet with Solzhenitsyn. Ford agreed to run on the platform,

thus fending off a challenge from Ronald Reagan, but accept- Hill. In the aftermath of Iran-Contra, Cheney was avidly
working to hamper any legislation which might limit the pre-ing a program which had little to do with his own views on

foreign policy. rogative of the President to run covert operations, and he was
ultimately successful.Cheney came back to Washington in 1978 after the Carter

victory, this time elected to the House of Representatives. He The two were together, however, in a highly secretive
“continuity of government” exercise. This particular clandes-quickly rose to head the Republican Policy Committee.
tine program was dreamed up in a virtual Dr. Strangelove
laboratory. Given the possibility, the authors of this exerciseShifting Policy

With the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980, the future argued, that the President, during a nuclear exchange,
wouldn’t make it to the underground bunker, there should beVulcans began to coalesce as a team. Wolfowitz had re-

mained in the arms control agency during the Carter Admin- three separate teams sent out from Washington to different
locations, prepared to proclaim a new American “President,”istration, already beating the drums against Iraq in a Limited

Contingency Study he wrote for Carter Defense Secretary literally setting aside the entire Constitutional process and
even the more recent legislation designating Presidential suc-Harold Brown. While the study was primarily focused on

the need to prevent Soviet control of Persian Gulf oil, cession. Both Cheney and Rumsfeld played roles in these
highly dubious exercises. The experience gained would serveWolfowitz also warned of control of the oil by another

country, like Iraq. Wolfowitz was brought on board as the Cheney well when he virtually took over management of Pres-
ident Bush’s movements in the aftermath of Sept. 11.State Department Director of Policy Planning, a post which
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the British Arab Legion’s tac-
tics in 1941. Such a move
would also secure Israel from
the possible launching of
Scuds from western Iraq, the
proponents argued. Cheney
liked the idea, but the Bush
White House didn’t. This
would look too much like a
direct attack on Baghdad,
presaging a break-up of the
Iraqi state. This would be
anathema to most of the en-
visioned allies in this opera-
tion. Schwarzkopf com-
mented sourly about the plan,

Mann’s book follows the chiefs of “Put a civilian in charge of pro-
the Vulcans’ war party, Dick fessional military men, and be-
Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld, to

fore long he’s no longer satis-their original hard- and soft-cop
fied with setting policy, butroles in the Nixon Administration,

and their allegiance to the wants to out-general the gener-
“doctrine of pre-eminence” which als.” The same could also be
became “pre-emptive war.” He said for the second Gulf War
also notes the role of George Shultz

under wannabe generalin creating the Vulcans and thus the
Rumsfeld.entire foreign policy of the George

W. Bush Administration. Cheney, in his typical con-
spiratorial style, urged that the
President go to war without
Congressional approval,
warning that the Administra-

tion might lose the vote on Capitol Hill. Bush rejected theBridling Powell
Mann describes the well-known fights between Cheney advice and won the vote on the war. When Powell later

announced the cessation of hostilities, concerned by theand Colin Powell when Cheney, under the first Bush Admin-
istration, took over the Defense Secretary post and Powell tremendous loss of life, including Iraqi lives, in the operation,

Libby commented on the decision by saying later, “Webecame head of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. When the White
House decided to mobilize a coalition to throw the Iraqi objected to it. I was floored by the decision. Neither of us

liked it.” The enmity of the neo-cons against Powell wouldforces out of Kuwait, after having for all intents and purposes
encouraged Saddam to invade it, Cheney and his gaggle of follow him into the administration of George W. Bush.
Pentagon neo-cons, including Libby and Wolfowitz, began
to draw up war plans. Powell was opposed to going to war Stoking the Iraq War Fires

With the election of Bill Clinton in 1993, the Vulcansto liberate Kuwait. This won him a tongue-lashing from
Cheney. “You’re not Secretary of State. You’re not the went into exile. From their seats in the think-tanks and, espe-

cially after the Republican takeover of the House in 1994,national security advisor. And you’re not secretary of de-
fense. So stick to military matters,” Cheney told him. Both from their perches in the Congress, they deliberated their

come-back.President Bush and National Security Advisor Scowcroft
were in agreement with Cheney, and the decision was made In 1997, Wolfowitz published an essay, “The United

States and Iraq,” where he discussed the replacement ofto prepare for war.
Cheney then secretly put forward a plan of attack for a Saddam Hussein with a new Iraqi regime. It was recycled

in another article, written together with Zalmay Khalilzad,move into Iraq, designated Operation Scorpion, Cheney
didn’t see fit to inform Powell or even Gen. Norman which was published in the neo-conservative rag, the Weekly

Standard. This then coalesced into the Project for a NewSchwarzkopf, appointed head of the coalition forces, of the
plan, developed by Wolfowitz clone Henry Rowen. The American Century, which became something of the political

arm of the neo-conservative movement.Rowen Plan envisioned a move from Jordan through the
western Iraqi desert in the direction of Baghdad, following On Capitol Hill, conservative China-basher Congress-
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